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We have used Brillouin Light Scattering and micromagnetic simulations to demonstrate a point-
like source of spin waves created by the inherently nonuniform internal magnetic field in the
vicinity of an isolated antidot formed in a continuous film of yttrium-iron-garnet. The field
nonuniformity ensures that only well-defined regions near the antidot respond in resonance to a
continuous excitation of the entire sample with a harmonic microwave field. The resonantly
excited parts of the sample then served as reconfigurable sources of spin waves propagating
(across the considered sample) in the form of caustic beams. Our findings are relevant to further
development of magnonic circuits, in which point-like spin wave stimuli could be required,
and as a building block for interpretation of spin wave behavior in magnonic crystals formed by
antidot arrays.VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4933263]
The ability to excite propagating spin waves in magnetic
media is of critical importance to the functionality and utility
of any conceivable magnonic device. Generally, the charac-
ter of waves excited in a medium depends on the nature and
properties of the medium itself as well as the spatial and tem-
poral character of the excitation. There are a wide variety of
spin-wave stimuli available to researchers and engineers
studying magnetization dynamics, ranging from the more
conventional localized, fast varying magnetic fields1–3 to
focused optical pulses,4,5 spin-transfer-torque oscillators,6,7
grating couplers,8,9 and resonant magnetic transducers,10,11
for example. In particular, the latter mechanism can be
traced back to that proposed by Schl€omann in Ref. 12, who
exploited the violation of the linear momentum conservation
in media with broken translation invariance to enable cou-
pling between long wavelength electromagnetic waves and
short wavelength spin waves. This method is quite general
since the translational invariance is broken by any magnetic
nonuniformity, be that compositional nonuniformity or any
other nonuniformity of the internal magnetic field.13–15
The magnetostatic spin waves16 are well-known to have
inherently anisotropic dispersion, which depends dramati-
cally on the relative orientation of the magnetization M and
the spin-wave wave vector k. Similarly to any other waves,
the direction of propagation of spin waves in an anisotropic
medium can be determined using so-called isofrequency
curves, i.e., reciprocal space curves defining the combina-
tions of wave vector components that satisfy the dispersion
relation for a specific frequency. The direction of the spin-
wave group velocity is given by the normal to the isofre-
quency curve. A remarkable feature of the isofrequency
curves of magnetostatic spin waves is that large segments of
the curves are nearly straight.17–19 If, therefore, spin waves
with a broad range of wave vectors are excited, e.g., by a
point-like source, the straight segments of the isofrequency
curves lead to collinearity of the group velocities corre-
sponding to wave vectors on those straight segments. In real
space, this causes true spin-wave point-sources to emit
tightly focused spin wave beams (commonly referred to as
“spin-wave caustics”)20 with a two-fold symmetry. The prac-
tical realization of point-like spin-wave stimuli is non-trivial.
Spin waves excited by a focused optical pulse4 were
observed to have the caustic character, but their frequency is
difficult, if not impossible, to control. Spin-wave caustics
have also been generated as a by-product of the collapse of
non-linear spin-wave “bullets,”21 via the diffraction of plane
spin waves from narrow apertures22–24 and antidots,25 and
via the excitation of localized edge modes.26
In this letter, we demonstrate excitation of propagating
spin waves (and more specifically, spin-wave caustics) using
magnetic non-uniformities created by patterning in magnetic
films. Specifically, we pattern an isolated antidot within an
otherwise continuous yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film. As a
result of this, the distribution of the static and dynamic
demagnetizing fields in the vicinity of the antidot is modified
relative to the rest of the film. Then, we use a microstrip
antenna with a width much greater than the antidot diameter
to excite a high-frequency magnetic field that is approxi-
mately uniform in the vicinity of the antidot. The frequency
of this harmonic field is tuned to selectively match the local
resonance frequencies27 of specific localized regions adja-
cent to the antidot. When the frequency exceeds that of the
uniform ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) in the rest of the
YIG film, the resonating regions do not support confined
spin-wave modes but form instead localized point-like sour-
ces of spin waves propagating into the continuous film. We
use Brillouin Light Scattering (BLS) microscopy to image
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and micromagnetic simulations to model the excited spin-wave
caustic beams, verifying the functionality of the proposed
mechanism of spin-wave excitation. The results presented here
are applicable to the interpretation of the magnetization dynam-
ics in magnonic antidot arrays (which have been extensively
studied, e.g., in Refs. 28–46), while also elaborating the inter-
pretation of the spin-wave scattering that was experimentally
and theoretically studied in Ref. 25.
Fig. 1(a) presents a schematic of the investigated sys-
tem. Specifically, we studied a 2 8mm2 film of 10 lm
thick YIG epitaxially grown on a gadolinium gallium garnet
(GGG) substrate. A single antidot of 100 lm diameter was
laser scribed in the center of the sample and positioned
directly above the center of a 250 lm wide microstrip anten-
nae. The YIG/GGG bilayer was flipped so that its YIG side
was directly facing the microstrip. This microstrip was
loaded with microwave current pulses, of 500 ns duration,
2ls repetition interval, and an average power of 1.25 dBm.
The current produced microwave magnetic field hmw that
was approximately uniform in strength and distribution
around the antidot. The entire system was uniformly magne-
tized by in-plane bias magnetic field HB¼ 500Oe, which
was applied parallel to the microstrip antenna.
Micromagnetic simulations of the observed magnetiza-
tion dynamics were performed using the Object-Oriented
Micro-Magnetic Framework (OOMMF).47,48 The simula-
tion parameters were chosen so as to model a YIG-like ma-
terial, whereby the gyromagnetic ratio and magnetization
of saturation were assumed to be c¼ 2.80MHz/Oe and
MS¼ 140G, respectively. The magneto-crystalline anisot-
ropy and exchange energies were neglected. The mesh cell
size was 2 2 3.33 lm3. The size of the whole simulated
sample was 2000 2000 10 lm3, and the antidot was
modeled as a 10 lm thick cylinder of 100 lm diameter and
zero magnetization. To suppress effects associated with the
outer edges of the simulated sample, two-dimensional peri-
odic boundary conditions49 were implemented in its plane.
In principle, this generated an array of widely spaced anti-
dots. However, the spacing between antidots in the array
was sufficiently greater than the antidot diameter, so that
we could neglect the influence of inter-antidot coupling on
the observed dynamics.
The static spatial distributions of the projections of the
demagnetizing (Hdem) and total internal field (Hi¼HBþHdem)
onto the magnetization are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respec-
tively. The emergence of magnetic poles is clearly observed
immediately above and below the antidot, where the demagnet-
izing field opposes the bias field. Expectedly, this leads to a
local reduction of the internal field.29 In contrast, the total inter-
nal field at the left and right sides of the antidot is actually
increased, due to the demagnetizing field aligning with the bias
field. This behavior of the demagnetizing field resembles the
field of an isolated dipole and is therefore also anticipated. The
regions of the reduced internal magnetic field can lead to con-
finement of spin-wave modes, as extensively discussed, e.g., in
Refs. 29, 30, 32, and 35. In this letter, we instead focus on the
possibility to excite propagating spin waves taking advantage
of the regions of the increased internal magnetic field.
The uniform FMR frequency fFMR of an in-plane magne-






where the internal magnetic field is actually equal to the
bias magnetic field. The key axiom of finite-difference
time-domain micromagnetic simulations51 is that the inter-
nal field and magnetization orientation are both uniform
in each cell of the mesh. Following the approach from
Ref. 27, we can neglect the wave-vector dependent contri-
butions to the effective magnetic field and calculate the dis-
tribution of the “local FMR frequency” (referred to as
“local frequency” in the following) on a cell-by-cell basis,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). The local frequency calculated in this
way represents the FMR frequency of an infinite thin film
experiencing the same internal magnetic field as in the spe-
cific cell. On the other hand, the physical meaning of the
local frequency is the limiting value of the spin-wave fre-
quency when k ! 0. This approximation (a more rigorous
development of which is beyond the scope of this letter)
allows us, e.g., to understand qualitatively the presence of
quasi-uniform resonance modes confined above and below
the antidot.27,35 Moreover, as would be expected from Fig.
1(c), the regions left and right of the antidot reveal an
increase in the local frequency, which then tends in a
graded fashion24 towards the FMR frequency of the contin-
uous film (2.98GHz). Obviously, these regions of increased
local frequency are unable to confine spin waves. However,
as one could infer from Refs. 11–15 and as we show in the
following, they can be used to couple incident electromag-
netic waves to propagating spin waves and thereby serve as
localized magnonic sources.
FIG. 1. (a) The studied sample is schematically shown. (b) The calculated
distribution of the demagnetizing field is shown for the immediate vicinity
of the antidot. The arrows show the local orientation of the demagnetizing
field. The dark-bright scale represents the projection of the demagnetizing
field onto the magnetization. (c) The calculated distribution of the total inter-
nal field is shown for the immediate vicinity of the antidot. The arrows show
the local orientation of the magnetization (normalized and averaged over
10 10 cells). The dark-bright scale represents the projection of the internal
field onto the magnetization.
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Our discussion so far has only been supported by the
results and interpretation of static micromagnetic simulations.
To verify our ideas experimentally, we used BLS micros-
copy52 to image spin waves in the vicinity of the antidot. A
laser beam of 532 nm wavelength was focused through the
GGG substrate to a spot of 20 lm diameter on the YIG sur-
face. The spectrum of coherently excited spin waves was
recorded locally first from the continuous film and then im-
mediately right of the antidot [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)]. In the
continuous film [point B in Fig. 2(a)], there is a sharp peak at
3.02GHz with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
around 0.03GHz, which corresponds approximately to the
frequency of FMR of the continuous YIG film. In contrast, at
point A located immediately right of the antidot, the maxi-
mum of the frequency spectra is shifted to 3.025GHz. At fre-
quencies above this, the BLS signal of lower strength is also
clearly observed above this frequency, reflecting the graded
variation of the local frequency distribution apparent from
Fig. 2(a).
From the discussed nature of the demagnetizing field, it
is evident that the regions of increased local frequency about
and adjacent to the antidot should be distributed quasi-
concentrically, as shown in Figs. 2(c)–2(e) where regions
with local frequency of about 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3GHz, respec-
tively, are highlighted. Note the frequency interval used to
generate these binary images is 100MHz. A direct excitation
of these half-ring shaped regions should lead to excitation of
propagating spin waves via the Schl€omann mechanism.12
To verify this hypothesis, two-dimensional images of BLS
signal in the vicinity of the antidot were recorded as a func-
tion of frequency. The measured maps of the dynamic mag-
netization distributions are presented on a logarithmic scale
in the left panels of Figs. 3(a)–3(c). To corroborate the ex-
perimental observations, dynamic micromagnetic calcula-
tions were performed, in which the modeled sample now
spanned a cuboid of (8 8 0.01) mm3 size discretized into
(4 4 10) lm3 mesh cells. A harmonic magnetic field with
a spatial profile described by the Karlqvist equations53 was
used to mimic the Oersted field generated by the microstrip.
Note that the large lateral width of the tessellated supercell
was required to prevent spin waves from propagating across
its boundaries. Indeed, typically, the Gilbert damping coeffi-
cient of YIG (1 104) enables spin waves to propagate to
centimeter distances. In the right panels of Figs. 3(a)–3(c),
the power distribution of the Fourier-transformed dynamic
out-of-plane component of the magnetization is shown, plot-
ted so as to be comparable to the experimentally measured
BLS images.
The results shown in Fig. 3 clearly and consistently
demonstrate the excitation of spin waves forming caustic
beams within the studied system. There are several features
of note to be discussed. First, there is significant asymmetric
excitation of plane magnetostatic surface spin waves (which
are primarily observed on the left side of the antidot), as a
result of the finite width of the microstrip and the non-
reciprocal character of said spin waves.16,54 Second, in addi-
tion to the caustic beams on the right side of the antidot,
there are clear “extinction” lines on the left side. Third, the
angle at which the spin wave caustics are emitted depends
upon the frequency of excitation.55 Last but not least, multi-
ple spin wave caustic beams are observed in the micromag-
netic simulations. These observations are consistent with
those of Geniusz et al.25 Here, using our earlier discussion of
the nonuniformity of the internal field, we elaborate further
on the physics underpinning the measurements reported in
Ref. 25.
In Ref. 25, the authors were able to develop a reasonable
interpretation of the data based on the picture of spin-wave
scattering from the geometrical edges of the antidot, which
is clearly not the case in the present case. Instead, the
Schl€omann mechanism is active here. Furthermore, one
could argue that also in Ref. 25 the non-uniformities of the
internal field [Fig. 1(c)] contributed to the scattering of
the incident plane spin waves from the antidot. Indeed, when
the plane spin waves of frequency f are incident upon a
FIG. 2. (a) The distribution of the local frequency calculated according to
Eq. (1) is shown for the immediate vicinity of the antidot. (b) The measured
normalized BLS signals are shown for points A (immediately right of the
antidot, red circles) and B (continuous film, blue squares) indicated in (a).
The inset shows excitation signals acquired with higher frequency resolu-
tion. (c)–(e) Binary images (corresponding to that from panel (a)), where
the bright regions have local frequencies approximately equal to 3.1GHz,
3.2GHz, and 3.3GHz, respectively, are shown.
FIG. 3. Amplitude resolved BLS (left panels) and simulated BLS-like (right
panels) images are shown for excitation frequencies of (a) 3.1GHz, (b)
3.2GHz, and (c) 3.3GHz.
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region of magnetization with the same local frequency
[Fig. 2(a)], the power of the plane wave can be resonantly
transferred to the said region of magnetization.56 The pre-
cessing magnetization in the region then serves as a source
of secondary spin waves, which form the spin wave caustics
observed in Ref. 25. In our case, the role of the plane spin
waves is played by the incident microwave field. The multi-
ple caustics observed both in Ref. 25 and in our Fig. 3 origi-
nate from the finite spatial extent of the excited resonances.
This leads to the spin-wave caustic beams having a finite
width (here, on the order of the antidot diameter). Due to the
anisotropy of the spin-wave dispersion, the phase and group
velocities are crudely orthogonal to each other. This leads to
phase variation across the beam width, thereby creating an
illusion of multiple caustic beams in the recorded images.
The left panels of Figs. 4(a)–4(c) present the dynamic
out-of-plane component of the magnetization (mx,a) for dif-
ferent values of the excitation frequency, i.e., the data from
which the right panels of Figs. 3(a)–3(c) were derived. To
illustrate the origin of the extinction lines, the background
resulting from the plane spin waves excited due to the finite
width of the waveguide was removed from the data.
Specifically, we repeated the static and dynamic micromag-
netic simulations for the same YIG sample with the antidot
removed, i.e., for a continuous YIG film. The dynamic mag-
netization mx,c from the latter simulations was then used as
the background, and the images presented in the right panels
of Fig. 4(a)–4(c) were generated. Now, the spin wave caus-
tics on both sides of the antidot are symmetrical in both am-
plitude and phase.54 This calculation directly confirms the
hypothesis of negative interference put forward in Ref. 25 to
explain the origin of the extinction lines.
In conclusion, we have used the non-uniformity of the
internal magnetic field inherent to patterned-film magnetic
structures to realize a quasi-point-like source of spin waves.
Using BLS imaging and micromagnetic simulations, we
have deduced the magnetic ground state and associated dis-
tribution of local resonance frequency in the vicinity of a
single antidot. Hence, upon exciting the entire sample by a
microwave field at the frequency above that of the uniform
FMR of the continuous film, we could selectively excite
well-defined regions of the magnetization and thereby
cause them to emit spin waves propagating in the form of
caustic beams. Whilst the measurements here were per-
formed on length scales of hundreds of micrometers, it is
expected that the demonstrated mechanism of spin-wave
excitation should be downscalable. The excited spin waves
should form caustic beams as long as the anisotropy of the
magnetostatic spin-wave dispersion persists. Furthermore,
as the saturation magnetization increases, the demagnetiz-
ing fields also increase. Thus, the regions of increased local
frequency should extend significantly further away from
antidots patterned in such materials as permalloy or cobalt,
while the range of excitable frequencies should extend
further away from the FMR frequency of the continuous
film. Our findings are relevant both to further development
of magnonic technology, in which the implementation of
point-like spin wave stimuli could be required, and as a
building block—using which to understand and interpret
the extensive studies of magnetization dynamics in mag-
nonic crystals formed by antidot arrays.
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